Russian foreign minister says denuclearization of Korean
Peninsula not possible in one
move

St. Petersburg, May 31 (RHC)-- Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov says Moscow is in favor of the
ongoing talks between North Korea, South Korea and the United States to denuclearize the Korean
Peninsula, noting that all parties need to be patient and follow a step-by-step approach.
"We support the current changes in relations between the two Korean states, as well as between
Pyongyang and Washington," Lavrov said at the Primakov Readings conference on Wednesday. Lavrov
welcomed an upcoming meeting between U.S. President Donald Trump and North Korean leader Kim
Jong-un, where the two leaders were expected to discuss Pyongyang's disarmament.
Lavrov, whose country is a member of a six-party effort to end North Korea's nuclear program, said
Russia and the other five countries -- the two Koreas, Japan, China and the United States -- needed to
revive the talks nearly 10 years after their collapse in 2009. "At the final stage of the process, multilateral
talks involving all the six countries will become inevitable, which is what the Russian-Chinese road map

implies," he said, referring to a three-phase road map for peace proposed by Russia and supported by
Beijing.
The plan calls for a “freeze for freeze” action in the first phase, meaning that North Korea would suspend
its ballistic missile and nuclear weapons testing while the U.S. and South Korea put their joint military
exercises on hold. The North has already suspended its missile tests and even destroyed its main
nuclear test site.
The U.S. president now says his administration is having “productive talks” about reinstating a planned
June 12 summit with North Korea’s leader Kim Jong-un. The row reached such a point last week that
Trump cancelled his June 12th meeting with Kim in Singapore and threatened to nuke North Korea. He
has agreed to hold the summit since.
The Chinese-Russian roadmap suggests direct diplomatic negotiations between Pyongyang and
Washington, and between Seoul and Pyongyang, in the second phase. The third and final phase
includes further diplomatic efforts such as the six-party talks with the goal of cementing global and
regional security.
Lavrov travels to North Korea on Thursday, for a visit that is expected to revolve around the North's talks
with the US and the future of mutual ties between Moscow and Pyongyang.
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